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EFFICIENCY OF STEAM-PIPK CONDUITS
CHAPTER 1.
Introduction
.
Conservation of resources and efficiency engineer-
ing: are watchwords of the present day. As industries
grow, means are constantly sought whereby a more eco-
nomical production or distribution can be attained.lt
is natural, therefore, with the advent of the idea of
central station heating and the development of build-
ing groups, such as universities, hospitals , asylums
,
factories, etc., receiving heat from a common source,
that the economical distribution of heat should be-
come a vital problem.
numerous insulating materials arrt protective de-
vices have been put upon the market, some that are
quite efficient and many that are not . Cost, thermal
efficiency, and durability are the three prime factors
to be taken into consideration when making a compara-
tive study of the different types. In most designs,
reliance for thermal efficiency is placed upon the low
coefficient of conductivity of "dead" air spaces. Var-
iations in the method of obtaining these air spaces
and protecting the pipe constitute the chief differ-
ences in the design of steam-pipe conduits.
The first item to be considered is whether the con-
duit is a paying investment. This can be easily deter-
mined for any particular case by applying the method

of the following example. The quantities to be consid-
ered are: initial cost of the conduit; loss of heat
from a bare pipe; loss of heat from a pipe in the con-
duit; the saving in fuel represented by the difference
in the last two items; and for large installations, a
possible reduction in the size of pipes, boilers, and
appurtenances due to the smaller amount of steam ne-
cessary.
Consider a line of 10-inch steam supply-pipe and
4 1/2-inch return, 1000 feet long; boiler pressure 20
lb.; ground temperature 40 degrees; temperature of the
steam 259 degrees; temperature of the return water 170
degrees. The calculations are to be made on the basis
of 2.5 B.T.U. transmitted thru bare pipe per square ±uot
of pipe surface per hour per degree difference in tem-
perature, and of a conduit which is 85 per cent effic-
ient— an average value fur a good grade of conduit.
For bare pipe:
Heat loss from steam main per hour-l,440,0u0 B.T.U.
Heat " return pipe >; " — 384, uOO "
Total : 1,824,000 "
For pipe in the conduit:
Heat loss from stean main per hour- 185,0^0 B.T.U.
Heat " " return pipe " " - 49,0t»0 "
Total 234, Ouu
Difference 1,590,000 "
If coal which has a heat value of 12,0u0 B.T.U. per
pound and costing $3.0u a ton in car lots, is burned in

3a plant where the combined efficiency of the furnace
and boiler is 60 per cent, the above conduit effects
a saving of 198.75 lb. of coal per hour, in a heat-
ing season of 240 days of 24 hours each, this amounts
to 765 tons of coal at a cost of $2295. A conduit of
the efficiency noted would cost not more than $6,000.
for lOuO feet. It can be readily seen that the con-
duit would pay for itself in a few years when the in-
terest on its initial cost is included and the inter-
est on the cost of coal saved is deducted.
Having determined that a conduit is en economical
investment, the next step is to decide which type of
conduit to use. Some conduits may be installed at
very little first cost and still be expensive propo-
sitions when compared with costlier conduits which
are more efficient and durable, in dry soils, ordin-
ary wood box conduits may be economical; in wet soil
or ground which is alternately wet and dry, they
would be uut of the question because of the difficulty
Of waterproofing them and of their short life. The
condition of the soil in which the conduit is laid,
therefore, determines to a large extent the type to
be used.
The following items must be considered in compar-
ing two types of conduit:
1. Initial cost.
2. Difference in saving of fuel capitalized at,
say, five per cent.

3. Depreciation.
4. Annual cost of maintenance capitalized at, say,
five per cent.
The depreciation fund should r>e such an amount of
money which when set aside at the current rate of in-
terest will realize a fund sufficient to renew the
installation after a certain period of years.
A concrete example will make this clearer. Compare
two types of conduit for which the values are as fol-
lows: (1) Initial cost f6,000.; life of the conduit
3u years; cost of annual maintenance $50.; saving in
fuel per annum $115u. (E) Initial cost §5000.; life
of the conduit Zb years; annual maintenance charges
$55.; saving in fuel over bare pipe $110U. Interest
at five per cent. S represents the total capitalised
cost
.
S = 6000 + 50 ->- 6UuU _ 50 =$7885
.
.05 (1.05) 1 .05
S= 5000 + 55+ 50uu =$8280.
.05 (1.U5) 1
It is seen by this illustration that it is often
advisable to incur a greater intial expense to effect
a greater ultimate economy.
There are very little accurate data in existence
relating to the life of conduits, but a difference of
a few years in the estimated life of a conduit does
not change the calculations as made above to any large
extent. At any rate they offer an index of the rela-
tive values of two installations, and as a rule are

accurate enough to show which is the better. The ef-
ficiency of pipe coverings used varies with the thick
ness as some factor less than one, so that a point is
reached where added increments of thickness are not
justified by the corresponding efficiencies and ex-
pense. The factor of the life of the covering enters
here since the longer the life of the covering the
greater the initial expense warranted.

6CHAPTER 2.
PIPE-LINE DESIGN.
Pipe-line systems in heating from a central station
are of two kinds: a, one-pipe system; b, two-pipe sys-
tem. The one-pipe system is used more often in commer-
cial central-station plants on account of its lower first
cost. In these plants first cost is the governing- item
to a large extent, due to the fact that their success is
not always assured. In the two-pipe systems, the conden-
sation is returned to the power plants, consid erable heat
and water being saved thereby. For any particular case,
the method to be used for determining whish is the more
economical is as follows: Por the two-pipe system, add
the interest on the first cost, depreciation, and main-
tenance charges to the cost of operating the pumps when
the condensation is not returned to the boilers by grav-
ity; from this sum subtract the amount saved by return-
ing the water and conserving the heat, and allow for
less frequent cleaning of the boilers where the water is
bad; compare the result with the corresponding values
for interest on first cost, depreciation, and maintenance
of the one-pipe system.
The pipe should be laid in waterproof pire tunnels or
conduits; and the construction should be flexible, durable,
and efficient, whatever is used. The tunnel construction
is easily the more flexible and easily maintained; but
where only one or two pipes are to be carried
,
its

cost is too great for general application.
"Probably more make-shift designs and foolish ideas
have been employed in underground heating work than
in any other branch of engineering, due undoubtedly
to the lack of experience on the part of the designers
or their desire to get somthing for little money. They
have, however, brought by means of cuntrast,the better
forms of construction. While good underground construc-
tion costs considerable at the start.it will more than
pay for itself in the long run."*
In any system, tne following items in design should
be incorporated so as to procure an efficient, durable,
and flexible installation:
1. Provision for anchorage.
2. Provision for expansion and proper support.
3. equalization of expansion strains.
4. Location of connections of considerable size at
anchor points and to substantial fittings.
5. Tight joints.
6. ifiasy access to expansion joints, valves, etc.
7. Minimum number of building connections to mains,
ts. Keady interchange of fittings.
9. Thorough drainage,
lu. Pipe covering which has high thermal efficiency,
is easily applied, has least tendency to open at
joints, and which is durable and waterproof.
* Gifford's 'Central Station Heating."

when steam is turned into a system, the pipes be-
come neated and expand, steel, wrought- iron, and cast-
iron pipes are used, their coefficients of expansion
neing U.0000117, .0000121 , and 0.0000112, respective-
ly, steel pipe is still comparatively untried .although
it has given satisfactory service in many installa-
tions and will probably be used to a greater extent
as its merits are determined. Cast-iron is little used
because of the undesirability of flanged or lead joints
in underground work, notwithstanding the fact it is
probably the most durable. The large majority of sys-
tems are installed with wrought-iron pipe.
"The wear on pipes is from the inside and never from
the outside, if the line is constructed properly , well
underdrained, and no leaks allowed to exist for any
length of time. It is due more to the entrained air
that is in the steam or water than any other one thing
that a pipe pits or corrodes on the inside."*
ELEMENTS UF DESIGN.
ANCHORAGE. The main should be securely anchored at
distances of 250 to 500 feet. This may be accomplished
in any one of a number of different ways, and these
may be compared by studying the trade publications.
Anchors consist essentially of bands about the pipe
and rods which are firmly imbedded in the soil, in the
conduit casing, or in concrete.
EXPAJTSIOB. Expansion joints should be placed between
*Gifford's "Central Station Heating."

anchor points. They may consist of ripe-bends, slip-
joints, or diaphragms. Pipe-bends are to be discour-
aged, since they offer a large amount of resistance to
the flow cf steam and frequently leak after being in
service a short time. Expansion joints are conviently
placed where the main runs thru a tunnel in a building.
MANHOLES or PITS. Wherever valves , expansion joints, or
connections are found necessary in a pipe line, some
means of access to these should be provided for inspec-
tion. Llanholes are costly and on account of the diffi-
culty of waterproofing them effectually, they should be
avoided in so far as possible. They may be either of
brick or concrete. Pits, such as shown in Fig. 1, page 11,
are usually built in small installations.
PIPE-WOPK. Allpipes and fittings should be carefully
put together, using a good grade of oil or graphite
paint in making the joints, supporting tees and rollers
should be placed on fifteen-foot centers. The pipe
should be laid to the exact grade in order to eliminate
air or water pockets which are likely to cause water
hammer. All pipes should be of ample size to carry the
requisite amount of steam.
FOUNDATION and BACKFILLING. The conduit should be
laid on a firm foundation to prevent sagging. The back-
filling should be well tamped to prevent settling. On
account of the corrosive action the sulpher which they
contain has on metal, cinders should never be used for
backfilling
.

UHDERDRA LJA6B . All conduit lines should have ample
provision for underdrainage so as to lower the water
line in the surrounding earth. Ordinary farm tile sur-
rounded by crushed rock is common.
TESTI1IG. The system should be tested before the con-
duit is completed in order to locate any leaks. Water
or steam from leaky joints corrodes the pipe, reduces
the efficiency, and is otherwise uneconomical. In tl
respect depreciation and maintenance are closely allied;
and whenever any irregularity is discovered, it should
be promptly remedied.
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CHAPTER 3.
INSULATING MATERIALS,
Great care should "be taken in selecting the insulating
material, since the efficiency of the conduit depends
upon it to a large extent. A good covering must have the
following qualities: High thermal efficiency; permanency;
and he fireproof. The various coverings now on the market
have these qualities in a greater or lens degree. The
selection of a covering therefore, would naturally depend
upon the conditions or an;; particular installation.
The loss of heat which takes place from an uncovered
steam main is given in Tahln 1, page 13. Unless the heat
radiated from an uncovered pipe is used for heating pur-
poses, as it would never be in a conduit, the cost of
fuel represented by the loss would pay for a first class
pipe covering in a few seasons, often in a single season.
The method employed in Chapter 1 for estimating the eco-
nomic value of a covering or conduit may be used for cal-
culating tne saving by the use of a good conduit. Such a
comparison is snown in Table 3, page 33.
The efficiency of pipe coverings range from bb to yo
per cent, and their composition varies from diatomaceous
earths to silk. Where there is apt to be a considerable
amount of vibration in the pipe, mineral substances, such
as mineral wool, should never be used, because being
brittle the fibres soon settle to the bottom and leave
the top of the ripe bare. Ho covering which is affected
by moisture should be placed underground. Great losses
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have been sustained in the 7-ast by the application of
substances to a pipe which were combustible. On high
pressure mains only non-combustible substances should
be used.
TABLE 1.
Loss of Heat from Bare Pipes.
t
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Brill. 1 4 8' l3S.<4-0 110.5 34f.J 7SS 2690 0.83+ 2.71
From "Power Plants" by Frank Koester
Air is a very poor conductor of heat and is the prin-
cipal insulating medium of most of the coverings on the
market. It absorbs heat from the pipe by direct contact
only, and therefore any dead air space is a very effici-
ent insulator. Accordingly it is a natural deduction that
other things being equal, for coverings made up of the
same substances, that which is the lighter or has the
greater percentage of dead air spaces finely divided, will
be the more efficient. This conclusion is substantiated
by tests made upon commercial coverings, notably in Sam-
ples 11 and 12 in the list of those tested by Stott.*
TThere moulded or sectional coverings are used, it is ad-
Tee pages 27, 28,and 29.
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visible to select a covering one size larger than the
pipe and set it off from the pipe by spacer rings. The
additional air space secured forms an insulator which
will soon pay for the extra cost of the coverinr.
Sectional coverings are bound to the pipe by brass
straps, galvanized- iron wire or netting, and usually cov-
ered with a layer of resinized paper, over which eight-
ounce canvas is sewed or cemented and strapped on. The
canvas jacket is often covered with a coat of fireproof
paint, which should be of light color, since light colors
do not absorb heat. V/here there are a large number of
pipes used for different purposes, it is a good scheme
to paint them with various colors so as to make them read-
ily distinguishable.
A covering composed of 85 per cent magnesia and 15 per
cent asbestos is one of the most commonly used. Magnesia
is a very effective non-conductor. Asbestos is an incom-
bustible material in which air may be entrapped ,but when
not porous, it is a good conductor of heat. This cover-
ing may be obtained in cither a moulded form or loose; it
is easily converted into a plastic state when in the
latter form by the addition of water and is used in this
state for application to valves and fittings. When pro-
perly applied, it is from 80 to 85 per cent efficient.
Ordinarily the covering is one inch thick for low press-
ure work; but in the best pratice for high pressure work
the following thicknesses are used; 2 inches for two-inch
pipe and smaller; 2 1/2 inches for 2- to. 8-inch pipe; 3
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inches on pipe larger than eight inches.
Hair felt and wool arc excellent insulating materials,
but should never be used where they would be subjected
to high temperatures because they are inflammable, 7/hen
subjected to temperatures greater than 150 degrees F. in
a confined atmosphere, they become brittle and disinte-
grate under the vibrations set up in the pi^e, leaving
the upper surface bare. 7/hen these materials are used,
the pipe should first be covered with two or three layers
of 1/16-inch asbestos paper. These coverings have an ef-
fective life of about five years on high pressure work
and from ten to fifteen years on low pressure work. They
are manufactured in such form that they can be easily
applied. A mixture of hair felt and asbestos fibre is
much more durable than either hair felt or wool elone.
Cork is one of the most efficient coverings. It is
durable and can be made fireproof. In the tests conduct-
ed by Mr. Stott and Prof. Norton? cork covering proved
to have an efficiency of about 86 per cent, the highest
cf the materials tested. While its initial cost is some-
v.'hat greater than that for less efficient coverings, it
is economical for permanent installations. Prof, Norton
subjected samples of cork covering to a temperature
corresponding to 350 lb. steam pressure for 3 months
and 100 lb. prespure for 2 years, but could discover no
change in the material.
Mineral wool, sometimes called slag wool, is used in
wood-box conduits ; but it is brittle and settles to the
*See Table B, page 33, and fig, 12, page 29.
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bottom. Tt is fibrous material made from blast-furnace
slap, is quite efficient when new having a large percent-
age of small air spaces, and is non-combustible.
Diatomaceous and infusorial earth (Keiselguhr) is a
very efficient and durable insulator. It consists of the
silica skeletons of diatoms and infusoria of which there
are millions in a cubic inch, and each of which forms an
air cell or dead air space. It is not affected by water,
steam, or acids, and has an efficiency exceeding 85 per
cent. It is applied to the pipe in a plastic state in
layers about 1/2-inch thick and is then covered with
canvas. This covering is also on the market in sectional
moulded form. It is extensively used in Europe.
Coverings consisting of corrugated asbestos in which
the corrugations form radial or longitudinal air cells,
is quite common. It has good efficiency and has all the
durable qualities of asbestos.
asbestos sponge consists of asbestos fibres in loose
form principly. It is efficient as an insulator and very
durable, but has a tendency to settle in the bottom of
the conduit, requiring refilling from time to time. The
refilling is done from observations, see Fig. l,page 11.
It weighs about seven pounds per cubic foot as laid in
the conduit.
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CHAPTER 4.
TYPES OF CONDUITS.
The efficiency of a conduit depends chiefly upon the
pipe covering or insulating material, while its life
depends upon the nature of the protective covering. The
latter may be of wood-box, wood-log, tile, concrete or
brick construction. The kind of conduit used depends
upon the permanency of the installation and the nature
of the soil, ^here soil conditions are such that wood
rots readily, the wooden types should never be used,
since replacing an underground line is very costly. The
efficiency of the line is being gradually reduced while
the wood covering is deteriorating and this factor
should be taken into consideration when making a study
of the most economical outlay.
In a clayey soil which holds its moisture or in dry
sandy soil, a wooden conduit which is thoroughly water-
proofed can be used. The determining factor here is the
absence of alternate wet and dry conditions. Fig. 2,
page 21, and Fig. 6, page 23, are typical examples of
wood-box and wood-log construction. The construction
shown in Fig. 2 should be used only in temporary install-
ations. It is not very efficient and the underdrainage
is bad. Any pipe covering could be used here, but it is
not advisable to use costly coverings on account of the
short life of the conduit. For low pressures, shavings
or sawdust make insulators in keeping with the general
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efficiency of the design, mineral wool may be used for
high temperatures. This construction costs from ^2.00
to v3.50*per foot. Temperatures corresponding to a press-
ure of 150 lb. are apt to make charcoal of a wooden con-
duit. The boards are generally 7/8-inch thick. Pig. 6,
page 23 , is a regular commercial product, being a log
built up of segments from 3 to 4 inches thick. It is
waterproofed with a l/8-inch layer of asphaltum; and
costs from $2.75 to $3.25 per foot according to the depth
of excavation necessary.
Glazed-tile conduits, of which Fig. 5 and 7, pages
22, and 23, are typical, can be readily rendered water-
proof at the joints; and any style of insulation or
covering can be used in connection with them. They are
mors efficient and durable than the wooden types, and
are more elastic in that the elbows for use around bends
may be moulded. The underdrainage is very effective.
However, great care must be exercised in backfilling the
trenches to avoid crushing or cracking the tile. A fill-
ing of at least two feet is necessary to protect the
tile from surface shocks. This construction with 1- to
1 1/2-inch covering of 85 per cent carbonate of magnesia
is from 85 to 90 per cent efficient. The cost is $4.75
per foot.
\Tooden boxes encased in monolithic concrete are some-
times used, but concrete blocks with good cement joints
*A11 prices are quoted for a conduit of sufficient
size to carry a 10-inch supply main and a 4 l/2-inch
return.

would be better as the conduit could be more easily
taken up to permit repairs on the pipe line. The con-
crete should be waterproofed as described later. This
construction costs from $4*00 to $6.00 per foot. It is
strong:, durable, and with magnesia or cork covering, it
should be at least 85 per cent efficient.
A built-up section of tile similar to that shown in
Fig. 5, page 22, is often used for pipes of large dia-
meter, say 20 inches or more. The air spaces in the tile
offer additional insulation. The method of underdrainage
shown is considered to be the best modern practice.
Brick tunnels with a cement floor which leads any
moisture or water from leaks in the pipe or fittings to
a drain as shown in Fig. 8, page 23, is often installed.
It is strong, can be easily taken up, md can be made
as efficient as any type of construction. The brick
walls are usually 8 inches thick.
A concrete or brick tunnel about six feet high, and
four and one-half to five feet wide, inside dimensions,
is the most elastic construction which can be had. A
tunnel will be at least as cheap as any other type of
conduit where more than two or three pipes are to be
carried. The valves and expansion joints can be easily
inspected and repaired, since a workman can stand up-
right in the tunnel and have sufficient space to swing
long tongs or wrenches. It is easily seen that the cost
of maintenance is also considerably less than foi in-
dividual conduits. The cost of tunnel conduits such as
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those shown on page 24, Fig. and 10 f is from *7.00 to
C'15.00 per foot.
Electric transmission lines aro sometimes carried in
tunnel conduits, but this is not advisable, since wires
carrying a current are most efficient when cool. High
tension lines are apt to be grounded, and should never
be carried in a steam-pipe tunnel.
Tunnels should not be self ventilating, since air
currents reduce their efficiency. Provision should be
made, however, for artificial ventilation when it is
necessary for men to work them. The tunnel should be
drained into a sump pit and not directly into the sewer.
Concrete and brick constructions should be thoroughly
waterproofed. For this purpose alternate coats of alum
and soap washes is very effective, especially sgainst
the slight heads of water found in the ground. Two coats
of each solution are sufficient. The alum solution eon-
sists of 1 round of alum per gallon of water, and the
soap solution of 2#2 pounds of hard soap per gallon of
water. Each coat should be allowed to dry for a period
of twelve hours before applying the next coat. The con-
crete should be not colder than 50 degrees P., the alum
wash 60-70 degrees when applied, and the soap solution
boiling hot. The alum and soap combine to form an insol-
ble compound which fills the voids of the concrete. A
neat cement grout or asphalt is sometimes used.
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CHAPTER 5.
METHODS OF DETERMINING EFFICIENCY.
There are two methods -in common use for determining
the efficiency of conduits, viz.: (a) the electrical
method, and (b) the condensation method. The latter
method conforms more nearly to actual conditions in
practice and is perfarable ; but the former method is
the simpler and more accurate and will be treated first.
There are two ways of making the electrical test, that
employed by Mr. H.G.Stott and that used by Prof.C.L.
Norton. Each will be described Iriefly.
A. The Electrical Method,
a. Stott's Method.
The apparatus used by Mr.H.G.Stott is set up as
shown in Fig. 11, page £6« The current is supplied by
a shunt-wound D.C. exciter with voltage regulation.
Where the pipe leaves the conduit, the openings should
be closed by means of a coupling and plug, and the cable
soldered thereon. The cable should not be soldered to
a system completely installed without disconnecting the
pipe in the conduit from the rest of the system, so as
to avoid grounding the circuit.
Preliminary tests should be made using a small cur-
rent in order to obtain the resistance of the pipe be-
tween the potential wires. The temperature of the pipe
should be obtained by placing thermometers in contact
with the pipe. A coefficient of resistance per degree
change in temperature can then be obtained by taking

£6
readings while gradually increasing the current flowing
in the circuit. This coefficient should be used in cal-
culating temperatures corresponding to various resistances
offered by the pipe rather than measuring by thermometers
direct, owing to the variable contact made by the latter
with the pipe.
The current necessary to heat the pipe to the desired
temperature should be maintained long enough (about 12
hours) before beginning the test, to allow the conduit
and surrounding earth to assume a constant temperature.
The ammeter and voltmeter readings allow the loss in watts
to be calculated. Then, since a watt -hour has a heat equi-
valent of 0.6 li.T.U., the heat loss can be readily deter-
mined.
CABLE ->
o
n
Pig. 11. Stott's Apparatus for Electrical Test.
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The results of recent tests conducted by H.G.Stott for
the Manhattan Railway Company on pipe coverings are shown
in Pig. 12, page 29. A description of the coverings to-
gether with the numbers corresponding to those on Fig. 12
follows
:
"2. Solid sectional covering 1 1 /2 inches thick, com-
posed of granulated cork moulded under pressure and then
baked at a temperature of 500 degrees^ l/8-inch asbestos
puper next to the pipe; finished with resin paper and
eight-ounce canvas.
"3. Solid 1-inch moulded sectional covering composed 85
per cent carbonate of magnesia; finished with resin paper
and eight -ounce canvas.
"4. Solid 1-inch sectional covering composed of granu-
lated cork moulded under pressure and baked at a temper-
ature of 500 degrees; l/O-inch asbestos paper next to the
pipe; finished with resin paper and eight -ounce canvas.
"5. Solid 1-inch moulded sectional covering composed of
85 per cent carbonate of magnesia; finished with resin
paper and eight -ounce canvas pasted on.
"6. Laminated 1-inch sectional covering composed of nine
layers of asbestos paper with granulated cork in between;
outside of sections covered with canvas pasted on; 1/8-
inch asbestos paper next to the pipe; finished with resin
paper and eight -ounce canvas.
"7. Solid 1-inch moulded sectional covering composed of
85 per cent carbonate of magnesia; outside of section
covered with eight-ounce canvas pasted on; finished with
resin paper and canvas.
"8. Laminated 1-inch sectional covering composed of
seven layers of asbestos paper indented with l/4-inch
squares, which serve to keep the asbestos layers from com-
ing into close contact with one another; l/8-inch asbestos
paper placed next to the pipe; finished with resin paper
and canvas.
"9. Laminated 1-inch sectional covering composed of
sixty-four layers of asbestos paper in which were embedded
small pieces of sponge, covered with canvas pasted on;
finished with resin paper and canvas.
"10. Laminated 1 l/2-inch sectional covering composed of
twelve plain layers of asbestos paper with corrugated
layers in between, thus forming longitudinal air cells;
1/8-inch asbestos paper next to the oipe; sections wired
on, and finished with resin paper and canvas.
"11. Laminated 1-inch sectional covering composed of
eight layers of asbestos paper witn corrugated layers in
between, the corrugations forming radial air cells; fin-
ished with resin paper and eight -ounce canvas.
"12. Laminated 1 1/4-inch sectional covering composed
of six lavers of asbestos paper with corrugated layers in
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between forming longitudinal air cells, the outside of
the sections being oovered with two layers of canvas pasted
on; finished with resin paper and canvas.
"13. Solid 1-inoh moulded sectional covering composed of
a magnesia compound, mostly talc; l/8-inch asbestos paper
next to the pipe; finished with resin paper and canvas.
(For low temperatures only.)
"14. Solid 1-inoh moulded sectional covering composed of
a magnesia compound, mostly talc; 1/8-inch asbestos paper
next to the pipe; finished with resin paper and canvas.
"15
.
1 Remanit ' composed of two layers wound in revorse
directions with ropes of carbonized sill-:, the inner layer
being 2 1/2-inches wide and 1 /2-inch thick and the outer
layer 2-inches wide and 3/4-inch thick, over which a net-
work of fine wire was wound; 1/8-inch asbestos paper next
to the pipe; finished with resin paper and eihgt-ounce
canvas. Made in Germany.
"1G. Two and one-half inch covering composed of 85 per
cent carbonate of magnesia. Blocks 1/2-inch thick, 3 inches
wide and 18 inches long wre placed next to the pipe and
wired on; over these blocks were placed solid 2-inch sec-
tional moulded coverings covered with canvas; finished with
eight -ounce canvas.
"17. Two and one-half inch covering composed of 8b per
cent carbonate of magnesia, put on in a 2-inch moulded sec-
tion wired on next to the pipe and a l/2-inch layer of mag-
nesia covered with canvas placed on top; finished with
eight -ounce canvas.
"18. Two and one-half inch covering composed of 8b per
cent carbonate of magnesia, put on in two solid 1-inch
moulded sections with l/2-inch layer of magnesia plaster
between, the 1-inch coverings being wired on so as to break
joints; finished with eight-ounce canvas.
"19. Two-inch covering composed of 8b per cent carbonate
of magnesia put on in two 1-inch layers placed so as to
break joints; finished with eight-ounce canvas.
"20. Solid 2-inch moulded sectional covering composed of
85 per cent magnesia, covered with canvas which was pasted
on; finished with eight -ounce canvas.
"21. Solid 2-inch moulded sectional covering composed of
85 per cent magnesia, covered with canvas which was pasted
on; finished with eight -ounce canvas.
The factor which workmanship plays in making the joints
is shown in the variation of efficiency of coverings No. 3
and 5, and also in So. 20 und 21 which are made in a similar
manner, respectively. The variation was found to be due to
the care with which the covering was applied. It is also
interesting to note that the efficiency of the magnesia

EFFICIENCY OF PIPE C01/EFING5
Electrical Test-H&Stort.
1.0 1.2 1.4 t.6 1.3 2.0 2.2 2.4 Z.€ 2.8 SO J.Z 3.4 3.6
MEAT LOJJ:
B.T.U. per jq.fr. of F//oc Surface per M/n.
A. Corresponding gauge steam pressure in lb. per sq. in.
3. Corresponding temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.
C Percentage increase of resistance ofpipe.
Jig. IE.
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covering varies as the square root of its thickness; but
the other materials vary according to other factors.
b. Norton's Electrical Test.
This method was advanced by Prof. C.L.IIorton and is de-
scribed in the Transactions of the American Society of
Llechanical Engineers, Vol. 19.
The apparatus for making the test was set up as shown
in Jig. 13. The pipe was heated by means of a wire coil in
an oil bath, ^he oil was circulated by means of a stirring
rod and served as a very efficient heater.
"A piece of 4-inch pipe, IB inches long, is closed at
one end by a plate welded in, and at the other by a tight-
ly fitting cover. This pipe is then filled with cylinder
oil, and a coil of wire of sufficient carrying capacity
and a stirrer are introducer' into the oil. A thermometer
is inserted in such a position as to record the tempera-
ture of the oil. An ammeter and voltmeter or a wattmeter
ray then be connected so as to record the amount of elec-
trical energy supplier1.."
to £-x<r/r£X*
ajgggzSgZ fS/r//sf/S//// ZZTZZZZZZ2ZZZZ1ZZZQ
2)
7)
Jig. 13. Diagram of Apparatus for Ilorton's Test.

In conducting the experiment, enough current was sent thru
the coil tc keep the oil at a constant temperature, any
variation not to exceed o.l decree in 30 minutes. The less
in watts for bare pipe was first recorded; the covering
was then applied and the loss in watts for the same temper-
ature was recorded . The relative losses in watts then offer
ed a basis for calculating the efficiency of the cover.
The results obtained by Prof. Norton are given in Table
2, page 33, Table 3, page 33, gives seme interesting data
on the net saving effected by the use of coverings for a
period of years, when the thermal efficiency of the cover-
ing is considered constant. It also shows that added incre-
ments of thickness of covering do not give efficiencies in
a straight-line ratio. The results obtained by Stott and
Norton by two different methods are quite similar, and the
values obtained by both men are closely checked by the re-
sults of experiments in which the condensation method was
employed
.
The materials tested by Prof. Norton are described as
follows
:
"A is granulated cork pressed in a mould at high temper-
ature, and then submitted tc a fireproofing process.
"B is similar to A, but is made up of several strips in-
stead of two cylindrical sections.
"C is a sectional cover composed of an inner Jacket of
earthy material and an outer jacket of felt.
"D is a moulded sectional cover composed of about 90 per
cent of carbonate of magnesia.
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"E is essentially an air-cell cover, being composed of
sheets of asbestos paper which have been indented before
being laid up, the indentations serving- to keep the thin
sheets of paper from coming into close contact with one
another, thereby causing a considerable amount cf air to be
held throughout the body of the cover.
"F is composed of wool felt with a lining- of asbestos
paper.
"C is a cover made up of thin sheets of corrugated asbes-
tos paper which is cemented together with silicate of soda.
"H is a plastic covering made of infusorial earth.
"I is a low pressure covering similar to J,
"J is a plastic cover containing a slight amount of car-
bonate o" magnesia.
"K is a moulded cover containing about 45 per cent cf
carbonate of magnesia and a considerable percentage of car-
bonate of lime.
"I is a cover composed principally of sulphate of lime
and 20 per cent of carbonate of magnesia, covered with a
thick sheet of felt board.
."0 is similar to C, except that the cells are larger and
that it contains more silicate of soda. It is very hard and
strong.
"P is a moulded sectional cover composed mainly of sul-
phate of calcium. It has an outer layer of felt board.
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1, Condensation Method.
The condensation method of testing the efficiency of
steam-pipe conduits is "based upon tne princible that the
efficiency depends upon the condensation and the temper-
ature of the steam, yipe-line losses consist of radiation
and friction. The radiation losses result in a drop of
temperature of the steam passing thru the pipe and of the
condensation of some of the stea^.. friction losses are
shown by a drop in pressure, condensation tests, then,
should show the amount of steam condensed in passing
thru the pipe, the temperature of the steam at both ends,
and also its quality, since some of the condensation is
carried in the form of minute globules of water by the
steam. No air pockets should exist in the pipe-line. This
method can best be explained by describing in detail a
test made by the writer under actual working conditions.
A test by the condensation method lasting seven hours
was conducted on April 5, 1913, to determine the efficien-
cy of a 250-foot line of conduit running in a staigl^t line
between two horticultural greenhouses on the south campus
of the University of Illinois, rhese greenhouses will be
referred to as the east and west greenhouses. The conduit
is the standard tile conduit as manufactured by the Johns-
Manville company. The average depth of earth fill is about
five feet.
Carpenter se
;
parating-calorimeters with pressure gages
were attached to verticals of the pipe-line in the tunnels
under each greenhouse as near as possible to the ends of
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the conduit. Oil cups wore placed in the mains, and ther-
mometers were inserted in these to record the steam tem-
peratures. The condensation from the main was drained at
B in rig. 14, page 36. The return water from the west
greenhouse was collected at A and weighed. The condensation
from the calorimeters was collected in insulated copper
calorimeters, and weighed with a spring balance.
readings were taken at fifteen-minute intervals. The
data is shown in Table 4, page 37. The readings for four
fifteen-minute intervals had to be disregarded because
water from the boiler was thrown into the steam main by a
sudden rise in pressure. This condition was unavoidable
owing to the small rise between the water-line of the boi-
ler and the horizontal main.
The quality of the steam was computed from the formula
r = w , where W is the weight of the steam passing thru
W +w
the calorimeter, and w is the weight of the condensation
separated in the calorimeter. The weight of the steam pass-
im thru the calorimeter was computed from IJapier's Kule
W = PA , where P is the absolute pressure, and A the area
70"
of the orifice in square inches; W is in pounds of steam
per second. The diameter of the orifice of the calorimeter
in the east tunnel was 0.083-inch, and that of the calor-
imeter in the west tunnel was 0.093-inch.
£ince the condensation from the west greenhouse was
trappe- in the west tunnel, the return pipe in the conduit
was dry, and no heat loss from it occurred.
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Table 4.
DATA JOR THE CONDENSATION TEST.
Dimensions.
1. Outside diameter of pipe. 4.5 in.
2. Length of pipe in the conduit. 250. u ft.
3. Area of pipe surface in the conduit. 295.0 sq.ft.
4. Area of bare pipe. 7.0 sq.ft.
5. Area of pipe covered with 1-inch of
85 per cent carbonate of magnesia. 137.2 sq.ft.
Observed Data.
6. Duration of test (net). 6 hours.
7. Total weight of water condensed. 387.5 lb.
8. Weight of water condensed per hour. 64.6 lb.
9. .Barometer pressure. 14.4 lb./sq.in.
10. Average pressure of steam least end). 24.5 lb.
11. Average pressure of steam (west end). 24.3 lb.
12. Average condensation from calorimeter
(east end). 4.65 lb./hr.
13 . Average condensation from calorimeter
(west end). 1.33 lb./hr.
14. Average temperature of tunnel. 79°P
.
15. Outside temperature. 38*J.
16. Ground temperature at conduit. 83" T .
17. Condensation from coils in west house. 199.5 lb./hr.
18. Temperature of condensation from conduit. 168 F.
19. Weather- Cold and Hainy.

3ft
Table 4. (continued).
Cal pul aterl Results.W JL W V * _1_ C* U ^ • U iU LA. L \J » > 9
20. Average absolute nressure (east end ). 3ft. 9 l
h
21. Average absolute nressure (west: end ). .^H.v "In
28. Average temnerature of steam ( east end ) . - ?fi3° v.
23. Avern.p'e tv^TTiTOft'TAl^ii'rp of R'fcpfiTn ( wp^t pnfl ) — PAP TPXX » W X CA f > V_/ KJ \s Ail U V_» X Ct L/ LA. A> V> W X O 1/ W CXAIl \ »l L» O U V7 AA LA f # C U*^ j2 •
24. Latent heat of steam average. 933 9 "R.T.TT /"I hJ-* U> V V-> A A \J A A v/ VX L/ V JL U U L> CXIA1
^ CA V V- A CA f
r
• +s * J % ' # »/ .1 J # X JL 1/ •
25. "Dif "t*©renc e in temnerature hetweenX/ X X X w X V> A 1 w W X A A \J V> 1 LI L/ \J> X CA U LXX V « kj C* U Tl O V < XX
26.
27
.
28. Correction for moisture in stean. — — "lh.7 ~lh./hr.W \J X X WW w A vil X W X 1 1AW JL. L/ LX XV* All ^ J KJ V. - CI i 1 JL. 4*/ • r JL, M • / AAX •
29 • CoTTPoti on "Tot pond finsfifii on fTomWv/X X U L- L/XWAA A vi. w\J* AX VX UllO CA u 1 vil A L/Jll
30. Correction for condensation "fromv VX X WW L/ — Vll A v A W WXA VX v i 1 U v_A V X w AA JL. X Will
SI A<v~7 U Lv LVI1 VX v.> X1C CA U X vii X- X W AAA Vy W A A VX LX A V • «--W0W 9 / Alx •
552 Heat loss from conduit.- - - 37 0U0 B.T.U./hr.
oo . Wftof 1 n^t T,p*r - o+* rii Dft surface
ner dee*ree difference 5 temnera'ture
1 V w X ilv L4.X J.X \J J - 1 u VJ1 A LX VX X w \-/ • w *^ • » w *
34 Heat: Tost ner Ro.ft. of nine surfaceilu cx u jl w vj u ly v_/ a hj> v ( • x * * • vy x j ^ x / ^w v*a> j. x- vxw > »
ner decree difference in temnerature
VJwX A A LJ LX X Al V Ati UCH C/ JL f-*W • • -»-/ • • w w
TVi o f i r>i pnf>T7 of the conduit as indicated is extreme —
l niT Vmt p nr "he pncil v ncconnted for. The conduit con—
y VJ V t ^ f J Li. L* vy OVXa L«/ n v> CLO JL JL CXw w \J LX A A UWV.L JLWX • xaaw wwi*v* — ^ w w
tains a 4-inch steam supply-pipe and a 2 1/2-inch return
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pipe. The manufacturers recommended a lb-inch tile con-
duit, but a 12-inch section was installed because it
was on hand and the work had to be completed quickly.
The amount of asbestos fibre insulation was therefore
below standard. There was no way to estimate the amount
of water carried into the main from the boiler, and this
factor alone, which could not be included in the calcu-
lations, ma;, have had a decided influence on the results.
Test at the University of 7/isconsin.
An efficiency test on a 4-inch steam pipe-line, 1,170
feet lcng, covered with 2 1/2 inches of 85 per cent
carbonate of magnesia, and enclosed in a concrete tunnel
7 feet high and 4 feet wide, is described in Bulletin
No. 347 of the University of TTisconsin. The pipe is of
steel, 1/4-inch thick, and has welded joints. Two large
radius bends cf 51 and 9U are made. The steam was carried
at 120 lb. gage pressure and 250 degrees superheat. An
efficiency of about 95 per cent was attained, which while
rather high, can be attributed to excellent workmanship
in all parts of the installation.
Under tne above conditions, the transmission of power
by superheated steam was estimated to be much more effici-
ent than by electricity. This is for the combined effici-
ency of all units, including the furnace and boilers, and
the turbines and pumps at the power station.
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C. Comparison of Methods of Testing.
The usual method of determininr the efficiency or con-
duits is tne condensation method. This method is open to
tne objection that it is not practical to take readings
often enougn to detect every variation in the quality of
the steam; also, air and water films form on the inner
surface of the pipe; an(* further, tne observations are
tedious and the computations are long, while the electri-
cal method may obtain greater uniformity and accuracy, it
does not fulfill the requirements of actual working con-
ditions, it is very flexible, however, since by varying
the amount of current passing thru the pipe, temperatures
corresponding to a wide range of stean pressures may be
readily obtained. Prof. Norton's method is not applica-
ble to systems installed, and neither of the electrical
methods can be used while tne systems are working.
The apparatus for the electrical methods can not be
set up as easily as that for the condensation method, and
it costs more.
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CHAPTER 6.
DISTRIBUTION OP HEAT III JHE GROUND
.
Holes were sunk about the conduit and in a plane per-
pendicular to it on April 17, two days after steam in the
main had been shut off. The temperature of the ground was
taken every six inches, and the results plotted, the ob-
ject being to ascertain the distribution of heat in the
ground about the conduit. The isothermals iil rig. 15, clear-
ly show the sphere or. influence of heat from the conduit,
and also rne heat retentivity of the ground, a sandy clay
principally, since no steam had been passing thru the con-
duit for 4b hours. The isothermal for Hu degrees is flat-
ter than those for 70 or 75 degrees; but this is probably
due to ground water, rain having fallen three days before
and been retained in the trench which was dug for the con-
duit.
-3± 3' 2' 3' *h'
Pig. 15. Isotherms showing Distribution of Heat in
Earth surrounding a L3team-pije Conduit.
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CHAPTER 7.
COIICLTJSIOIJ.
For temporary installations ox trora eight to twelve
months, an asbestos air-cell covering can he used without
any other protective casing, and good results obtained.
,vhen the pipe is to remain m the ground several years,
a wocd-box casing with mineral wool or asbestos-sponge
insulation is economical. JTor longer periods, oricK, con-
crete, or glazed tile should be used with cork, U5 per
cent magnesia or diatomite as insulating materials. It
is always a good plan to compare several types of conduit
ior eacn installation as is done in Chapter 1, since a
saving of from 10 to 20 per cent may sometimes be effected
in this way.
All conduits should be underdrained , and for the best
work the system snown in rig. 5,6,V and 8 should ne user1 .
Only the best materials should De placed underground, and
the workmanship should oe as near perfect as possible, be-
cause it is very expensive to repair conduits at frequent
intervals
.



